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A monk named John from the monastery of St. Macarius converted to 
Islam before al-Malik al-Kamil (1177-1238) in exchange for becoming 
the governor of Minyat Ghamar. After three years, John remembered 

his faith in Christ and his monastic life. He repented and petitioned al-Malik al-Kami! 
to return to Christianity. The sultan granted his wish. Soon after, another ex-Christian 
decided to officially reconvert to Christianity, so he requested to be allowed to return 
to his faith. He was threatened with punishment and death if he returned to Christian-
ity; he was also forced to convert to Islam for the second time. His request, to return to 
Christianity, became an alarming incident for the sultan. Therefore, he ordered John the 
Monk to be brought back and offered him two choices: to become a Muslim again or 
die. John chose the first option, and once again he converted to Islam; by doing so, as a 
reward, he was reinstated as the governor of Minyat Ghamar village. A few years later, 
John again repented and asked to return to Christianity. This time he wrote to the sultan, 
saying, "I am a polluted man. Purify me with your sword."1 

The stories of hidden Christians in the Middle East are remarkable. Unfortunately, 
many of those stories never have been recorded and shared. The majority of the sto-
ries that have been recorded are mainly from those crypto-Christians who managed 
to return to their Christian faith, mostly in nineteenth-century Ottoman rule, after 
the 1848 religious freedom law that allowed crypto-Christians to return to their faith. 
Like the story of John the Monk, the stories of crypto-Christians are stories of struggle 
and survival, stories of fear and courage, and stories of desolation and dilemma. In 
them might lie some answers to the question of how, in the face of impossible cir-
cumstances, the Christian faith and Christian communities survived in the Middle 
East. Their conceptual space, their struggle to maintain their faith in the face of vari-
ous pressures, their cultural continuity and adaptation, and their public and private 
religious practices are all important and relevant issues even for us in the twenty-first 
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YI •n the Middle East, in which persecution dt'scri'm• t' ntur ' tna ton and tr' t' ce Ch 'stians are still ongoing. ' res 1c ions a ainst rt 

g Despite the ongoing persecution, the region, especially in the tw ty fi 
. . . en - rst century. 

180 been w1tnessmg conversion from Islam to Christianity . Im ' has a m a ost all coun-
. ·n the Middle East. How can new members of the church surv· • h . tries 1 . tve tn sue s1tua-

? What kind of strategies did Christians adopt to increase thei'r s • 1 h tions . . urv1va c ances? 
What can we learn from the crypto-~hrtsbans of the past in order to strengthen the 
church today_? Throughout t~e Islamic era, Christians utilized several different strate-
gies, depending on the .pa~cular context and specific time. Rugh categorizes Chris-
tian strategies and ~urv1val m m~de1:1 Egypt under three headings: "visibility versus 
. visibility, protection versus gomg 1t alone, and engagement versus withdrawal."2 
:owever, since this chapter is about hidden (crypto) Christians, our main concern 
·show secret Christians managed their invisibility and survival. This chapter will 
~riefly, discuss three survival methods that hidden Christians in the Middle East: 
during the Islamic period, used to survive persecution and difficult circumstances--
namely, martyrdom, dissimulation, and secrecy. 

CRYPTO/HIDDEN CHRISTIANS 

The term crypto-Christian, in this chapter, refers to two sets of groups: The first are 
Christians who had to keep their faith secret and dissimulated to the majority reli-
gious group (Islam), including conversion to Islam by force or under economic, social, 
and political pressures. Though they were Muslim in public, their religious commit-
ment and practice was to their Christian faith. The second group are those from Mus-
lim backgrounds who converted to Christianity and lived (or are living) in the pre-
dominantly Muslim-majority Middle East. 

Hidden Christians have been part of Christian history and culture from the early 
days of Jesus's ministry. The stories of Nicodemus, "who came to Jesus at night" 
Oohn 3), and Joseph of Arimathea, who was a "secret follower of Jesus" (Mark 15:43), 
are known to us. Both were not only secret followers of Jesus but also publicly known 
as Jews: Joseph of Arimathea was a member of the Sanhedrin court, and Nicodemus 
was a member of the Jewish ruling council; yet in private, they were followers of 
Christ. Despite its long history, the concept of crypto-Christians has not been an easy 
one to reconcile. Christians are encouraged to live and preach their faith even in dif-
ficult times. Jesus, in Luke 14:27, says that "anyone who does not carry his cross and 
follow me cannot be my disciple." Thus, concealing one's faith in times of danger 
and persecution was not encouraged; for Christians, declaring their faith was also 
a declaration of self: "I am a Christian." Renouncing one's faith meant denying the 
very existence of "self." 

Though concealing one's faith was not encouraged, the World Christian Encyclopedia 
in the year 2000 claimed 120 million crypto-Christians in the world. That means, against 
the Christian doctrine of proclamation, dissimulation and invisibility have always been 
options for some believers who are living under persecution and severe discrimination . 
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However, dissimulation is not an "inherent quality of a particular religion's systems."3 
Historical cases show members of any religious groups in the fa_ce ~f danger may dis-
simulate, as practiced by crypto-Christians of the Ottom~n penod, Japa~ese crypto-
Chri · M 1· · Spa'" 6 crypto-Jews m Iran , stians,5 crypto-Jews in Europe, crypto- us ims 10 .,., , and 
hidden converts to Christianity in Iran and across the Middle EaSt_ 

The idea of crypto-Christians has been overlooked by academics as ~~11 as church 
institutions. For the academics, the main obstacle has been a lack of or hmited reliable 
data. Most of the stories of hidden believers were not recorded and handed down, and 
those stories that have been recorded are stories of crypto-Christians who were allowed 
to return to their Christian faith, 50 some of their stories were recorded. The majority of 
such stories are from the Ottoman period. The refonned period of the nineteenth cen-
tury made it possible for some crypto-Christians to return to their Christian faith. There-
fore, crypto-Christian communities in Albania, Kosovo, Crete, Pontos on the Black Sea 
coast, and Cyprus declared publicly that they were Christians by heart and had been 
practicing Christianity in secret and wished to officially return to Christianity. They 
were called klostoi and kryfoi (the hidden or secret ones). Cypriot crypto-Christians were 
called Linovamvakio, which had a negative connotation, meaning people with dual 
loyalties and identities who were like a cotton cloth covered by linen,

8 

The majority of the stories of crypto-Christians of the Ottoman Empire are linked to 
nationalism, which paralleled crypto-Christianity to crypto-Greekness. For that reason, 
the crypto-Christian stories became dominated in Greek historiography with regard to 
religious syncretism, identity, and Islamization in the Ottoman Empire. As Tzedopoulos 
explains, the interpretation of reconversion of crypto Christians was based on four fac-
tors: "Muslim conversion to Christianity, nationalism, ethnography and politics."9 The 
best recorded examples are found in Bulgaria, Serbia, and Albania. 

The archival data regarding crypto-Christians for the rest of the Middle East is very 
limited, except for a few anecdotal accounts of "pseudo-Muslims" in Egypt, but we. do 
not know much about their survival stories. For example, Jenkins quotes a cynical Mus-
lim preacher complaining about such masalima, "Muslim-ish": 

Now look at those who embraced Islam, inquire. Do you find them-any one of 
them-in any mosque? If they say they became Muslims-where is the fruit of 
their Islam? They were never seen to pray, never fasted or went on pilgrimage: 
Or else-you say-they are not Muslims. Then why is poll tax not exacted from 
them, humiliation not imposed upon them?10 

THE CHURCH'S RESPONSE 

How did the church respond? Opinion among churches regarding crypto-Christians 
ranged from fulmination and absolute rejection to compassion and acceptance. In gen-
eral, the churches responded ambiguously. Some pointed to the Gospel and demanded 
an open proclamation of faith, at whatever cost. Yet as the situation became harder and 
discrimination became severe, the desperate situation demanded new tactics that would 
also include accommodation in order to increase the chance of survival. For example, 
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trlarch of Constantinople it, the 1330s u fft the pn · . . no clally II 
.,promising that the Church would work f h 8 owed "double f Ith" ttce-..:i. . I , or t e sa) ti a . prac-

h dared not assert t. ·u~1r faith openly for fear of va on of Anatolian bell 
w 

O 
h I ti I "11 1 h punishment evers observe C r s an aws. n t e seventeenth centu ' provided that they tried 

to itted "fake" conversion to Islam. Although th Cry, the patriarch of JerusaJ 
1 perm . e athoU Ch em a so it Priests ministered to hidden Christian co c urch took a harder 

1
. Jesu . mmunities • th · ine, 

selves pretending to be Muslim in public so they could serv~n e ~alkans while them-
Upon their return, the church struggled to the hidden Christians 12 

. h accept and in I d . , their congregations. T e challenges in front of th ch cu e crypto-Christians 
dtl'l ,ce that would prove that the returnees re-a· de urch were, first, reliable evi-

e1 ) "' me true Chri ti "' (Eliav-Feldon 2012 , Second, as Eliav-Feldon argues if th h s ans in their hearts" 
the returnees that they were Muslim only in public' and : c urch ac~epte~ the claim of 
that meant the church was accepting "the Nicode-i t' ere Christians in their heart, 

... s tc argument and h . ight open the floodgates of acceptance of other £ . : sue an attitude 
m ccepting crypto-Christians, the church also could b orms of d1ss1mulation." Third, by 
a dorsing dissimulation. Fourth, if the returned Che ~ti~n as openly ignoring lying and 
en . ns ans were to be 'ud d · I based on their behef, why, then, were crypto-Jews of E J ge mam y 

ed b th ch rch . urope and crypto-Muslims of Spain condemn Y e u ? As Ehav-Feldon argues "'f f d . 
• , 1 orce conversion of Chris-ti· ans to Islam was so easily condoned, should the Church t 

11 . no a ow rorced converts to Christianity to return to !uda1sm or Islam without penalising them as heretics?"
13 Although at the arrival of Islam, Christians were not fore d t 
1 1 . . . . e o convert to s am, Christianity had to learn to hve under a different religious framework. In this new 

framework, the top church leade~s ~ere to act as representatives of their community, 
both internally and externally withm the state. This legitimized state interference in 
church affairs, including appointing the top leaders. This practice has been continued 
in most of the countries in the Middle East to this day. The legal framework was that of 
dhimmitude, which meant that Christians were protected minority groups and expected 
to pay tax (jizya); as second-class citizens, they were not allowed to serve in the military 
or carry weapons. 

This framework brought moral challenges as well as heavy restrictions, discrimi-
nation, and persecution against Christians and churches. Depending on the particular 
situation and context, the church altered its tactics to combat their situations. Among the 
methods used were contextualization14 (adaptations and engagement or withdrawal), 
tradition Oiturgy and sainthood), martyrdom, and monasticism. The individual Chris-
tians also responded to the challenges of Islam differently, with some choosing invis-
ibility (secrecy) and dissimulation as their survival tactics. The length of this chapter 
does not permit us to discuss all the methods of survival, but we will briefly look at the 
concepts of martyrdom, dissimulation, and secrecy. 

MARTYRDOM 

The rhetoric of martyrdom has always been at the heart of the persecuted Christian 
Church not only as a strategy for survival but also to define and defend the identity an_d 

' . Th • · · 1 of Christian martyrdom 1s existence of the Christian commurnty. e pnmary prmcrp e 
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to witness the Good News of Jesus Christ. The Greek term µaQ'tY<;, and related Words 
d . . , , and µaQ1touno, means "witness" enved from 1t such as µarvrovrii, µaQ'tOVQLOV, "' or to 

"'. "' d F · l guages· shahed ("witn ") testify (testimony). It is the same in Arabic an arSi an · . . ess and 
shahid ("martyr"). In the book of Revelation (1:5 and 3:l4),_Jesus ChnSt is _described as 
"the faithful witness" (µaQ'tY<; 0 1tl.O'to<;). It was this rhetonc that once agam was redis-
covered and employed by the Middle East churches in their struggle against persecu. 
tion and the increase in the conversion of Christians to Islam. 

Heavy and multiple taxes,15 severe discrimination, and humiliation drove many 
Christians to choose conversion to Islam. Later on, during the Ottoman period many 
Christians were forced to convert to Islam. 16 To combat this, some churches (for instance, 
the Coptic Church) purposely sought martyrdom. "Dozens of Copts who hoped that 
their sacrifice would set a moral example for their fellow believers" sought martyrdom 
(Armanios 2011, 6). Martyrdom was a familiar concept for the church: from the early 
years, martyrs became the foundation of the church on which it was built. The Cop-
tic Church began its religious calendar from the Roman emperor Diocletian (283-305) 
when thousands of Christian Copts were killed for their faith. Hagiographies of martyrs 
exist to this day as a living reality and part of the Christian collective memory.17 Among 
the most recent ones are the twenty-one martyrs of the Coptic Church in Egypt who 
were beheaded by ISIS on February 5, 2015, on the beach near the port town of Sirte, 
Libya.18 As with these twenty-one Coptic martyrs of our time, the choice to embrace 
martyrdom has never been only an individual conscience; it is also a deliberate action 
to be faithful, to serve God, and to strengthen the Christian community. At the same 
time, the Christian community also shared the experience of martyrdom through their 
struggle and suffering as the result of persecution. 

The Middle East Church hoped that martyrdom would allay fear and fulfill the com-
munity's needs for heroes. The martyrdom ideology was employed as an integral part 
of the battle, to protect the Christian community, to ensure communal boundaries, and 
maintain Christian iderttity.19 Moreover, martyrdom functioned as part of the church's 
apologetic to signal that only Christianity is the true faith and to distinguish themselves 
from Islam. In addition, martyrdom functioned as a solution for the pollution of assimi-
lation and dissimulation, as we see in the story of John the Monk: "I am a polluted man. 
Purify me with your sword." Though martyrdom was an ideal, not many had the cour-
age to choose martyrdom. As Calvin describes, martyrdom is a gift and ability granted 
by God. The act of martyrdom was not and is not prescribed for every believer, "but all 
could attempt or incorporate the qualities described by the martyrologic accounts."20 

Since martyrdom was a difficult choice, many chose instead invisibility to dissimulate 
and keep their faith secret. 

DISSIMULATION 

In the movie Ask Your Heart, directed by Yusuf Kurcenli, set in nineteenth-century Trab-
zon, North Turkey, Mustafa and his entire family are crypto-Christians. They and their 
ancestors have kept their Christian faith secret for nearly two hundred years.21 Though 
they were Muslims in public, they had a small chapel beneath their house with a secret 
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I passageway to it. The priest would visit the . . 
Holy Communion, baptize their child m secretly, ma1~ly at night, to give them 
had just issued a religious fr d ren, and bless their marriages. The Ottoman rulers 
to Christianity. However thee om law !hat would allow crypto-Christians to reconvert 
made their Christian faifu :.n:;;s a dile~ma: if they reconverted to Christianity and 
might even have to leave their viii ' they might lose their status ~nd friends, a~d they 
. Mustafa's family wh th ages and migrate elsewhere. This was also a dilemma 1
\ Sefi . en. ehgrandfather, Haji Suleyman, died. While Haji Suleyman's 

Wt~, d y: wa~ pr~r:nr t t e secret chapel, the elders and village imam gathered and 
sta e P~ ormmg e 5 amic funeral rituals. At this moment Sefiye rushed out and 
shouted, Stop, wait!" While crying she said "S 1 h ' b d Chri ti' • Ch · ti h' , u eyman, my us an , was a s an. 
He is a ns an,. 15 Christian name is Yuhannes. My husband is not a Muslim. He 
wanted to be buried as a Christi " E · an. veryone was shocked: "Who are these people? 
How could ~ey ke~p ~eir fa.ith so secret all these years?" 

Theologically, dissimulation practice has been criticized as falsifying and deception. 
However, so~e religi~ns such as Islam, especially Shia Islam, and the Baha'i faith may 
have theolo,~cal ~acking for dissimulation (taqiyya). Taqiyya is derived from the Arabic 
word wa?a to shield and to protect oneself." In Islam, the concept is supported by the ~:an (m. 3:28 an~ 16:106) and Hadith. In Baha'ism, though, they use Shia practice of 
d1ss1mulation (taqzyya); the concept of dissimulation is deliberately left obscure. The 
main emphasis has been on "the mystical dimension of religious faith rather than mere 
obedience to its outer laws."22 Dissimulation is not a theological choice for Christians. 
Notwithstanding, it has been an option for many thousands (and perhaps millions) of 
Christians: first, those who, for different reasons (such as persecution, heavy restric-
tions, and discrimination), were forced to convert; second, those who couldn't face mar-
tyrdom or did not have the means to migrate, yet could not fully digest the Islamic 
creed. Dissimulation and secrecy have also been practiced by converts from Islam to 
Christianity throughout the Middle East and North Africa in the twenty-first century. 
One of the examples of converts from Muslim background to Christianity is the story of 
Maryam, a convert from Iran. 

After a wave of persecution that Maryam and her church community in the south-
east of Iran went through, including the closing down of the church and forced return 
of many converts to Islam, she moved to a new town in the north of Iran. In this 
new town, she managed to find a job as a teacher. Although she knew that attend-
ing a church was a dangerous risk, she became a member of a church in another city. 
However, she carefully and deliberately constructed a method of a dual naming and 
identity for herself. She established herself as a teacher by the name of Roya, whose 
religious ideology was similar to Sufism rather than folk Islam. In her new church, she 
was Maryam, and she did not talk much about her job as a teacher to her new Chris-
tian community. She kept her dual identities and lives separate from each other. The 
only people who knew about both of her identities were her church leaders and a few 
fellow Christian converts from her old church. 

However, secrecy has never been an easy task. Since she was a single young woman 
in her early twenties, it was difficult for her to find rental accommodation. Eventually, 
a middle-aged lady agreed to rent her a room, but with two conditi~ns: she had to be 
a committed and practicing Muslim, and she had to be clean and tidy. The first one 
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greed to both conditions, For the first 
was a problem. Since she was desperate, she~ u at 4:30 a.m. every morning, go to 
two months, she dissimulated: she would w din ~e was praying. As days past, she 
the bathroom, and leave the light on, preten After two months, she decided 
felt more and more uncomfortable with::: ~onfron~ her, saying, "I don't see Your 
to stop. A few weeks after that, her land Y . Maryant told her landlady that she 
light on for morning prayers!" With _a nervous v~er all about her faith, except she did 
didn't believe in Islam and Islamic ntuals, She to 1exed and .d.""'-- • . . . . Her JandladY was perp --111.eQ.. 
not use two words: Christianity or~- , the past two months, I learned that 
After a long silence, eventually she sa1d, 'J)urtng fond of you. For that reason, 
you are a decent and modest young girl, and I have t,ecmne even if that means to lie If 
not only do I want you to stay, but I will also ~rme: i: 'Yes, she does."'23 · 
anyone asks me whether you pray at home, I wdl te . and , , s,-djssimulation secrecy were USed 

In both stories-Mustafa s and Maryant . of """"'tributi to · · tion m a sense ""'.. on an as strategies to survive and as methods of partiopa . 
. . th fa of decline and nPnlPt"lltion.Atthesame overall process of continued existence m e ce r------

tirne, both stories represent crypto-Christians' struggles of ~: s~, perseverance, 
resistance, and resurgence. Though the tale of Mustafa's family JS a runeteenHH:entury 
crypto-Christian story in Turkey and Maryam's is a twen~-~~tury story of a con-
vert from Islam to Christianity, both stories have many s-.ties: stru~ to 
proclaim their faith; instead, they dissimula1ed. For both, dis~~on had mtema1 
and external challenges. They both used dual naming and dual identity methods. They 
both saw their dissimulation as a fall. Yet they both persevered to practice their faith and 
stay in a relationship with the Christian community. At the end of each story, we also 
witness a resurgence of Mustafa's family proclaiming their faith to their villagers and 
Maryam speaking about her faith to her landlady. 

In both stories, one can explore the concepts of fall (sin and guilt) as well as redemp-
tion-redemption of identity and continuity as Paul says in Romans 5:21. Therefore, 
the questions that need to be reflected upon are these: Just as "grace might reign 
through righteousness," can the struggles and sufferings that crypto-Christians go 
through because of their faith link them to the experience of martyrs? Or is dissimula-
tion the antithesis of martyrdom? Moreover, if martyrdom is largely overt resistance, 
can dissimulation be seen~ covert resistance, a way for not only the individual's faith 
to survive but also the faith of the community? Like martyrdom, can dis,tjmulation 
also be seen as a long-term investment for the faith community?24 Because of the com-
plexity of the nature of dissimulation as well as individual motivations, it is difficult 
to respond to these questions. However, crypto-Christians' effort and struggles for 
survival should not be taken for granted. They purposefully fuse dissimilar concepts 
{resistance and quietism /resilience) for the purpose of continuity and adaptation with 
the idea of temperanc~. It is a last resort for extremely marginalized and persecuted 
minorities, who can't utilize other tactics such as dissimilation (emphasizing their 
separate identity) or assimilation (blending with the society at large), or who lack 
courage and means to migrate. 

Moreover, it is interesting to note that dissimulation under Islam was easier than 
under Christianity in Europe. This is because Islam wasn't concerned about new con-
verts' inner thoughts or beliefs as long as they behaved properly regarding the Islamic 
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odttll of pr11ctlce. However, mt, lntalnlng one's secret faith and . . . 

c 8tron8 community In places sitch as the Middle East, in w _religious ~dentity without 
11 

1,tvleW!I are similar to the.Ir Muslim neighbors h hich Christian cultures and wor . . , as not been an k 
ldden Christians. Many crypto-Chrlstlans who co d easy tas for many h · · · nverte to Isl f . 
urvtvnl eventually converted for good and lost their Christia am or protection ~nd 

8 ho converted to Christianity, because of lack of faith, and some Muslims w commum+.., nev l , 
onversion process or entered into a hybrid situation wh .,, er c~mp eted the~r 

'ions, One of the examples of such hybrid practices would ::ettey practiced ~oth reh-
: vlll11ge In Kurdistan Iran, who converted to Christianity h' e sto~ of_Ibrah1m, from 
1st11m, thinking it was all right to become a "follower of 7e lle,,contmumg to practice 
reu...ion,~ Therefore one might conclude that the surviv l t sus and have Islam as a 

c· d if th . a ra e among crypto-Christians might be low, an even ey survive, their version of Ch . f , 
88 

the church's doctrinal practice. ris iamty may not be the same 

SECRECY 

When there's a trap set up for you 
In every comer of this town 
And so you learn the only way to go is underground 
When there's a trap set up for you 
In every corner of your room 
And so you learn the only way to go is through the roof.26 

Secrecy(~) is another survival strategy that hidden Christians use, making sure that 
the devotion to their faith stays private and their collective worship remains invisible or 
"at least beyond the reach of the law."27 When I was collecting my interviews for my PhD 
study (2014-2015), the pre-interview process with converts from Muslim backgrounds 
made for awkward moments, especially among those who were still living in Iran. Try-
ing to gain their trust, I first told them my own conversion story and challenges that I 
went through as a result; after that, I explained the purpose of my study and what I was 
going to do with their interviews. Using their language (the language of secrecy and 
conversion), including symbolism and codes, helped me gain their trust and become 
an insider who not only knew the secret codes of hidden converts but also shared their 
experience. The paradox of their watchfulness (don't tell) and their enthusiasm to talk 
about their faith to strangers was very much noticeable in their interviews: "I don't 
want anyone to know about my faith" versus "I handed out Bible verses to strangers 
on the bus or street"; almost all informants mentioned that they engaged in evangeliz-
ing others, yet they wanted their faith to be concealed. However, secrecy (" do not tell") 
did not mean absolute secrecy: it was just another way of disseminating information.28 

It also gave them a degree of control in revealing information about their new faith and 
identity. That is, they hid their Christian identity but not the content of their new faith. 
This can also be seen to be symptomatic of their dissimulations, a line in which secrecy 
and dissimulation cross. In the earlier story, Maryam didn't want her identity as a con-
vert to Christianity be known to her landlady; yet, without revealing her identity, she 
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. Christians, secrecy and dissimulation 
told all about her new faith. For many hidden d collective secrecy, there is the 1 
hand in hand; therefore, one can argue that beyon nch-
vidual practice of dissimulation. . . 1 d ds to some extent 

The survival of the faith of hidden Chnetlans a so ~en t ' and the 'Ila' on the 
behavior of others-for example, the landlady in Maryam 

8 5 0f crets VJ com-
munity in the story of Mustafa's family. It is because secrecy an se are SOetal acts, 

• . . . . d . I s of secrecy change and are neo,nf-l,.ted 
and m soaal interactions the meanmg an va ue . cv•-

d ti ted This
. ' 1so opens doors for social and cultural realities to be 

an renego a . process a th •11a d 
negotiated. For example, in the movie Ask Your Heart, when e vi gers eserted Mus-
tafa' s family, the head of the village urged them not to judge th~ b~d on their secret 
faith but based on their lived life and their contributions to their village community. 
After this negotiation, some of the Muslims even helped them take Sul~man' s body to 
the Christian cemetery. It was the same for Maryam: her devoted Muslim landlady was 
willing not only to overlook her faith requirement but also to a~~t and_ protect her. 
Therefore, we should not underestimate the importance of toleration m ordinary people 
among whom crypto-Christians live and survive. Sometimes genuine toleration is seen 
"as an intellectual or cognitive attribute of properly enlightened individual minds, but 
it is equally importantly a social and political practice."29 

Moreover, since the majority of the countries in the Middle East are ruled by dicta-
torial regimes, secretive behaviors were (and still to some extent are) normal in dealing 
with the rulers. Communities and individuals-Muslims or non-Muslims alike-try to 
avoid attracting the attention of authorities as much as possible. Therefore, discovering 
the secret of crypto-Christians would not be seen as a rare practice. 

However, there is a problem in such secrecy since identities are constructed by inter-
action and negotiation and are constantly being interpreted and renegotiated: separating 
public from private has practical and theological consequences. The multiple identities 
of crypto-Christians are applied to different social environments: the same people, for 
different reasons, define themselves as Muslim in one social setting and as Christian in 
another. It would be difficult to say which identity is real and which one is false, because 
in reality both identities are real, depending on the context; therefore, the religious prac-
tices of hidden Christian become a hybrid (not fully Muslim and not fully Christian). 

CONCLUSION 

Every religious group in times of difficulty and severe discrimination may dissimulate 
to the ~l~gion of ~e ~ajori~:. Christians p_retending to be Muslims, Jews pretending to 
be Christians, Calvm1st Christians pretending to be Catholic or Jesuit Catholics pretend-
ing to be Anglicans. 

Investigating and analyzing the stories of crypto-Christians who dissimulate dur-
in~ ~e rule of ~lam in the Middle East tells us more than the themes of their specific 
~Hgt~ o~ practice. ~t re:eals ~nique manifestation of power, intolerance, and a hos-
~le ma1onty over mmonty religious groups.30 It is also saddening to notice how little 
tmprovement has been made in the Middle Eastern societies with regard to religious 
tolerance and freedom. Therefore, one can easily see countless similarities between the 
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crypto-Christian experience of, for exam le the . 
and contemporary converts to Christi ·typ .' nineteenth-century Ott E 

am m Ira In oman mpire be perplexed as to how Christianity re 11 n. such rigid situatio . 
. a y survived in th . ns, one might 

fact that, despite prolonged persecution hard hi e Middle East. It is an amazi 
secrecy, Christians have survived m· th" , . s p, and challenges of dissimulati ndg 

IS region and ·u on an Nevertheless, the issue of dissim I ti . WI continue to survive. 
d d . • u a on IS convol ted E ..,ally en orses issimulation from th ch u · ven if the church "nf ..... . . ' e urch's d . . i or-

legitimacy of religious dissimulation will al octrinal point of view the issue of 
ways be a ch 11 ' with: To what extent, how, and when is th d" . . a enge for the church to deal 

. . . . e issimulation of als legitimate, espeaally m relation to th some groups or individu-. Chri . . e contemporary c 
ground mto stian faith? Some dissimulate. . onverts from Muslim back-
legitimate, doing so as a method of survi 1 . UTespectih. ve of whether it is theologically 

. Wh va m a ostile enviro 
for convenience. atever the motivation might be d. . . ~ent, and some do it 
the collective agency of minority group membe b' ISStmula~on IS a manifestation of 

h rs, ased on their c diti what degree and ow long to dissimulate. on ons, deciding to 
Finally, researching the stories of hidden Christi . 

b . f "b . ans Is not an easy task This ch is only a ne contri ution to the issue of dissimulation and the . apter 
in the Middle East. The topic deserves much m . -d th challenges of the church 
evident for the contemporary church, especially;:~ ( ri.:tu~y .. Its significance is 

d . . v o '-unstianity under persecu tion an repressive regimes whose survival may be at stake Th th . -
Chri ti "th · us, ere IS much to learn from crypto- s ans WI regard to their tactics in facing . 

. th . . . . persecution and discrimina-tion as well as eir adaptability m the face of the dominant culture. 
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